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RROMAN GAMES
THE BULL SLAYER
MACBAIN, Bruce
The protagonist, Bekhta, is a couple of suicide, victim, with corruption and sodomy. When Bekhta comes to Rome, an unexpected murder takes place, corresponding to the famous Via Trionfaleipi, a fateful place of worship.

THE LAST WORD
LOWELL, Virginia
In the hot and humid Egyptian desert, a band ofBedouins are killed in a mysterious way, leaving behind a trail of blood and pain. When the cave of Dahab, one of the most sacred places in the world, is discovered, a famous Egyptologist is hired to investigate the case.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
DEBBIE, Mark
The story of Pip, the young blacksmith, begins when he meets the wealthy Miss Havisham and her adopted daughter, Estella. Pip dreams of becoming a gentleman and assisting Miss Havisham, but he is soon involved in a series of tragic events.

THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE
LAWRENCE, Robert
In Victorian London, Dr. Jekyll, a successful doctor, creates a potion that allows him to transform into the evil Mr. Hyde. The story explores the duality of human nature and the consequences of moral decay.

THE BIBLE
KING, William
The story of King Solomon, the wise and powerful monarch, is recounted. Solomon's wisdom and wisdom are celebrated in the Bible, and his actions and decisions have a profound impact on the history of Israel.

THE BURDEN OF THE BEAR
WALSH, John
In the heart of the American wilderness, a group of hunter-gatherers are faced with the challenge of survival. Their survival depends on their ability to navigate the harsh terrain and make difficult decisions.

THE DEAD
GREEN, Jack
In the wake of a tragic event, a group of people come together to face the loss and grief. Their strength and resilience are tested as they navigate the challenges of life.

THE BEAUTY KILLER
WAGNER, Ian
In a chaotic and dangerous city, a beautiful young woman is the target of a serial killer. The story explores the dynamics of fear, survival, and justice as the killer is hunted down.

THE MURDER ADVENTURE
WEISS, Steve
The story of a young adventurer who embarks on a dangerous mission to solve a murder mystery. The adventure takes place in a fantastical world, filled with magic, danger, and unexpected twists.

THE SHEEP HERDER'S DAUGHTER
ROBERTS, Elizabeth
In a remote village in the Scottish Highlands, a young girl discovers a secret about her family's past. Her quest to uncover the truth leads her on a journey of self-discovery and adventure.

THE CODEBREAKER
HOLLAND, Sue
In the midst of a Cold War spy drama, a brilliant codebreaker uncovers a dangerous conspiracy. The story explores themes of loyalty, intelligence, and the power of human ingenuity.

THE CIPHER
ROBINS, David
In the heart of World War II, a young mathematician becomes entangled in a dangerous spy ring. Her code-breaking skills are put to the test as she works to decipher the secrets of the enemy.

THE RIDDLE OF THE SARCOPHAGUS
KING, Stephen
In an ancient Egyptian tomb, a mysterious riddle is left behind. The story follows a group of archaeologists as they decipher the clues and uncover the secrets of the past.

THE GHOST OF THE BARMY
MCKENNA, John
In the world of cricket, a legendary player returns from the beyond. The story explores themes of legacy, memory, and the power of sport.

THE SECRET OF THE ROSE
ROSE, Jane
In a beautiful Italian garden, a mysterious rose is discovered. The story follows a group of detectives as they uncover the secrets behind the rose and the people who were involved in its creation.

THE DETECTIVE
WAGNER, Ian
In the heart of a small German town, a young detective investigates a string of murders. The story explores themes of justice, truth, and the power of human determination.

THE MYSTERY OF THE CHIEF
ROBERTS, David
In a Native American reservation, a mysterious chief is discovered dead. The story follows a group of investigators as they uncover the secrets behind the chief's death and the circumstances surrounding it.

THE BODY OF THE PILGRIM
WEISS, Steve
In the heart of the Massachusetts Colony, a mysterious body is discovered. The story follows a group of investigators as they uncover the secrets behind the body and the events leading to it.

THE avenger
THOMAS, David
In the heart of England, a young woman is widowed by a tragic event. She sets out to find the truth and seek justice for her loved one. The story explores themes of revenge, justice, and the power of the human spirit.

THE DARK ARTIST
WAGNER, Ian
In a world of art and mystery, a young artist uncovers a dangerous conspiracy. The story explores themes of creativity, artistry, and the power of human ingenuity.

THE SECRET OF THE JEWEL
MACBAIN, Bruce
In the heart of the French court, a beautiful jewel is stolen. The story follows a group of investigators as they uncover the secrets behind the jewel and the people involved in its theft.

THE SAVAGE
MCKENNA, John
In the heart of the Australian outback, a young woman is wronged by a powerful predator. The story explores themes of justice, survival, and the power of human determination.

THE GOSSIP
WAGNER, Ian
In the heart of a small German town, a group of gossiping women uncovers a dangerous conspiracy. The story explores themes of truth, justice, and the power of human ingenuity.

THE MURDERER
MACBAIN, Bruce
In the heart of the Victorian era, a group of investigators uncovers a dangerous conspiracy. The story explores themes of justice, truth, and the power of human determination.

THE DECEPTION
WAGNER, Ian
In the heart of a small German town, a group of investigators uncovers a dangerous conspiracy. The story explores themes of justice, truth, and the power of human determination.

THE MURDERER
MACBAIN, Bruce
In the heart of the Victorian era, a group of investigators uncovers a dangerous conspiracy. The story explores themes of justice, truth, and the power of human determination.